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ABSTRACT: The storage and retrieval system is used to store and retrieve the product, spare part, damaged product, etc. where the storage takes 
place in the warehouse by utilizing proper space present in a warehouse with the help of conveyor, crane or forklift or vertical lift module (VLM) and in 
rack or pallet.  In this paper the main focus is on Automated Storage and Retrieval system (ASRS). In this paper the design and development of 
prototype of ASRS has been developed. In prototype storage system and conveyor are at fixed position, where as robot is moving for pick and place 
arrangement. The developed system is operated with the help of Bluetooth and data is store online with help of IOT device. The command to the system 
is given by the android app through Bluetooth connected to robot. Data is store on the internet with the help of IOT device connected to conveyor 
system. The ASRS system is fully automated system there is no manual interference. This system is used to store and retrieve bulk amount of load in 
warehouse. The large data is handled in this system also the damage of product or load is less due to smooth operation of system. It also reduces the 
labor cost. Minimize the time required for storage and retrieve. 

———————————————————— 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
The storage system is divided into two types. First one is 
conventional method where all the process is done with the 
help of man power; data is store on paper also there is 
chances of product damage and data loss. Second one is 
automated storage system, in this system the storage and 
retrieval is done with the help of machinery and there is less 
human interference also the data is stored in computer 
which helps to store large data therefore no data loss. 
Damage is also reduced. The Automated storage system 
has two types of system first one is carousel system in this 
system storing pallet are moving with the help of motor and 
pulley. The conveyor are very close to rack as the storing 
block is come at the conveyor and then store to block and 
rack moves to next position. The second type is Automated 
Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) in this system the 
storing pallet and racks are stationary. The product is store 
with the help of conveyor and fork lift or crane. In this paper 
the main focus is on automated storage and retrieval 
system the second type of automated storage system. In 
this system the main parts are conveyor, rack and robot 
which are mainly controlled with the help of programming 
by using ARDUINO UNO. The conveyor ARDUINO in 
connected with IOT device, conveyor sensor to detect 
object and stop conveyor motor, rack sensor to detect the 
load is store and retrieve with the help of LCD screen on 
system and this data is store on cloud with the help of IOT 
which is show on internet with the help of IP address. The 
other part of the system is robot which has the robot gripper 
to take the load. The robot ARDUINO is connected with 
Bluetooth device, dc motor and servo motor which are 
controlled with the help of programming. The command 
given to robot is with the help of android Bluetooth, which 
send robot to its defined position.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The working process of ASRS is very fast and convenient 
to maintain. Also it helps to control the data loss, damage of 
product and saves time. The developed system has some 
disadvantages like high initial cost, required skilled 
operator, if the load dimensions are change system 
required some changes in program as well as in machines 
and rack. 
 

LITRATURE SURVEY: 
In this paper the automated storage and retrieval sytem is 
based on IOT device where the system is develop to 
identifie and sort and place the object as metion by the 
programer or controller. Normally manufacturing inspection 
and controlling system are run by man power andit costs 
money as well as time. Therefore accuracy and productivity 
are also varing because of this problem the record 
keeeping is not as much accurate as required.however all 
this problem are reduced with IOT  based automated 
storage and retrieval system. This project is used where the 
more than one product is on conveyor line and is used to 
identified and saparated automatically with help of sensors 
and then store them in the places as define by controller 
with the help of pick and place robot. Moreover because of 
IOT it can generate data, store data, analise data and 
process data in few seconds. Also genarate report which 
can be downloaded by authorised persons from anywhere 
in the world and instantly from the cloud. In this paper to 
control the system the python- open CV image processing 
method is used to run the code of the system. The 
raspberrry pi device is used to identifie product. The cloud 
used is SQL database and it can be read from computer 
interface as well as from android interface, as the signal is 
receive to raspberry pi it fill the data as mention or devided 
like product type, defective / not defective , destination cell 
of product, as date & time of store, retriee,identification, 
saparation etc. The main focus of this paper to empliment 
IOT base ASRS, it has the capacity to record database of 
one product in 0.5 seconds also the raspberry pi system is 
capable of identifying the product in few seconds. The main 
porpose of overall system is to identifie the product, 
saparate product as shape and colour, store it in proper 
mention cell and store data on cloud which generate report 
also compatible with computer and android interface.[2] In 
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this paper using wireless communication a new design of 
mobile robt based automated storage and retrieval system 
is developed and implemented. To control motion of robot 
three DC motor are used which are controlled with the help 
of PIC controller. The communication between the PC 
based system and microcontroller is done with the help of 
wireless communication as the system is moving close and 
away from the PC based system the XBee ™ RF modules 
(maxstream) is used as wireless communication aid to 
reduce the issues of loss in communication signal between 
PC based system and microcontroller. The controller used 
is PIC16F877Acontrol all motor with limit switch attached on 
each of the stopping point. To form an instruction data user 
can insert data using GUI and process by the pc based 
system with thehelp of wireless communication via XBee 
RF module the instruction data will be sent from PC based 
systemto PIC16F877A.the programming language is used 
C/C++ language with compiler such as PIC C compiler and 
MPLAB.[1] 
 

ABOUT DEVELOPED ASRS SYSTEM : 
In developed prototype ASRS system the rack with capacity 
of 3×2 matrix i.e six loads and conveyor position is 
stationary. The robot is programmed to pick the load from 
conveyor. The loads are placed on the conveyor and 
conveyor motor stop after detecting the load with the help of 
sensor. When the conveyor motor start the command is 
given to the robot with the help of Bluetooth and first it 
comes to its initial position then the other operation takes 
place in this process the conveyor motor is stop only when 
the load is detected by sensor and for storing process. For 
retrieval operation the conveyor motor is continues running 
and stop by the manually cutting the supply. The image of 
developed prototype is as follow: 

 

 
 

Fig 1 developed prototype of ASRS system. 
 

BLOCK DIAGRAM:    
The block diagram representation of ASRS is as below. 
Which include the two ARDUINO UNO. First one ‗Arduino 
1‘ for conveyor and rack system with Motor drive, sensor to 
stop the conveyor when object is detected, IOT device to 
store data on cloud, LCD screen to see which block of rack 
is empty or full with the help of sensors connected to 

‗Arduino 1‘. Second Arduino  is named as in block diagram 
‗Arduino 2‘ for robot system. It store and retrieve the load 
with the help of command given by the operator through 
Bluetooth device. Robot system ARDUINO is connected 
with the motor drive to control the movement of robot 
wheel, it also has the robot arm to pick and place the load 
with the help of servo motor from conveyor and rack 
respectively and vice versa. 

 

 
Fig 2 block diagram of developed ASRS system. 

 

COMPONENT DETAIL USED IN DEVELOPED 
SYSTEM: 
The main components of system are ARDUINO UNO, IR 
sensors, IOT device, Bluetooth device, motor drive L293D, 
DC motors and there specifications and functions are 
explainas below: 

 ARDUINO UNO:   
It content the microcontroller which helps to control 
the object with the help of connected to it to upload 
the program. Language used for programming is C 
language. Also it has some memory like flash 
memory of 32 KB, SRAM  memory of 2KB and 
EPROM memory of 1 KB. Crystal present on 
ARDUINO board is gives the speed of 16 MHz. in 
the developed ASRS system two ARDUINO are 
used to control the robot system and Conveyor and 
rack system separately.  

 
Fig. 3 ARDUINO UNO 
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 Bluetooth device: 
Bluetooth device is used to control the movement 
of robot system by sending command. It is used for 
wireless communication with operator. To 
communicate with operator and system the android 
Bluetooth is used. When the command are send to 
the robot the HC 05 receive it and gives to 
ARDUINO and then the program execute as 
defined by the programmer.  

 
Fig. 4 Bluetooth device 

 IOT device: 

IOT device is nothing but the cloud making to store 
data on the internet with the help of ARDUINO and 
ESP8266. The data receive to the ARDUINO of 
conveyor and rack system with the help of sensors 
and given to the ESP8266 wich create cloud to 
store the data of system when, where and at what 
time the load is store and retrieve. 

 
Fig. 5 IOT device ESP8266 

 

RESULTS:  
With the help of observation of system the results are as 
follow. In which the main considerations are giving proper 
command and execution of commands with the help of 
Bluetooth device. Other one is online LCD display output 
and the data store on the cloud with the help of IOT device. 
The results are as follow: 

1. LCD display output: 
 

 
Fig. a 

 
Fig. b 

 
2. Execution of commands with Bluetooth device:  

 

 
Fig. c 

 
3. IOT device working with store data on cloud: 

 
Fig. d 
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CONCLUSION: 
The main focus of this research is to control the warehouse 
product storage and retrieving with the help of wireless 
communication and large data handling with the help of IOT 
device. the automation of storage system reduce many 
problem which are occur in manual storage system like; it 
reduce data loss, damage of product, labor cost, reduce 
human interface, increase the storing capacity by using 
proper space in warehouse, reduce the time required to 
store and retrieve. The developed system is the prototype 
of ASRS system which gives the overall idea of system 
working. The results of this system are proper as program 
by the programmer i.e the storing and retrieving of load is in 
time and as defined. The data is store on cloud and 
command is given by the android Bluetooth and 
communicates properly to robot system ARDUINO. The 
main advantage of this system the remote access to control 
the system and store data on internet. The load store by the 
system is one type of load. If the load dimension changes 
the system program as well as the hardware required for 
material handling is also changes. It is very useful in data 
handling and material handling on final product line. 
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